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Abstract— In this study we consider the problem of actuator
placement in the vibration control of flexible plates. Unlike
earlier approaches based on enhanced controllability and/or
improved performance measures, we consider the case of
actuator placement based on robustness-with-respect to spatial
variability of disturbances. As predicted from our extensive
numerical investigation, when the spatial distribution of dis-
turbances is known, then the resulting optimal location differs
from the one predicted from controllability/LQR approaches.
When the distribution is not known, then one may introduce
an element of spatial robustness by considering the worst-case
spatial distribution. Extensive numerical results are reported
here which provide an insight on the judicious actuator place-
ment when spatial distributions of disturbances are taken into
consideration for actuator placement and controller design.

I. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this investigation is to present a method-
ology for obtaining the optimal location of actuators for a
special class of distributed parameter systems when the spa-
tial distribution of disturbances is taken into consideration.
This class of systems describes the dynamics of flexible
structures and, in general, of second order distributed pa-
rameter systems.

The issue of sensor and actuator placement has been
addressed in earlier investigations [20], and especially for
flexible space structures, in the context of controllability and
observability indices [12]. The algorithms for this placement
along with references on prior work may be found, for
example, in the books [12], [14], [19]. Similar work which
considered performance measures was presented in [11] and
[8], by studying only the problem of actuator placement
and utilized LQR measures for actuator placement. For the
case of placing collocated actuator/sensor pairs [4] consider
mostly open loop approaches where the controllability of
certain modes was enhanced via optimization of the asso-
ciated controllability Gramian, and [13] consider a spatial
H2 norm as a placement measure.

The treatment here is somewhat different, in the sense
that it is based on minimizing the effects of the spatial distri-
bution of disturbances on a certain performance output. We
follow closed loop techniques that take into consideration
the distribution of disturbances. In fact, we expand on prior
work for a flexible beam in which the actuators considered
were piezoceramic patches [10], [6], and the goal was to
place them in locations that provide the additional spatial
robustness. The contribution of the current work is twofold:
(i) to incorporate spatial distribution of disturbances in the
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search for optimal actuator placement in 2D spatial domains
and (ii) to integrate the actuator placement and the controller
design in order to arrive at a system that exhibits both a
temporal and spatial robustness for the worst-case scenario
of disturbance distributions.

The mathematical model of the flexible plate under con-
sideration is presented in Section II along with conditions
on the locations of piezoceramic patches that would provide
approximate controllability. The finite dimensional repre-
sentation of the associated partial differential equation along
with both open loop and closed loop measures for actuator
placement are presented in Section III. Integrated actuator
placement and controller design which exhibit robustness
with respect to both spatial and temporal components of
disturbances are also proposed in Section III. Implementa-
tion issues along with a description of the various spatial
distribution of disturbances are summarized in Section IV
and the numerical results follow in Section V. Conclusions
along with future works are presented in Section VI.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The equation of motion describing the forced vibration
of a thin rectangular plate of dimension a×b×h, as shown
in Figure 1, is given by

ρvtt(ξ, ζ, t) +DE∇
4v(ξ, ζ, t) + cd∇

4vt(ξ, ζ, t) =

∂2Mpξ

∂ξ2
+
∂2Mpζ

∂ζ2
+ d(ξ, ζ)w(t),

(1)

where the plate flexural rigidity DE is defined in terms of
the Poisson’s ratio ν and the plate thickness h as DE =
Eh3/(12(1 − ν2)). The plate transverse deflection at the
spatial point (ξ, ζ) ∈ Ω = [0, a] × [0, b] and at time t is
denoted by v(ξ, ζ, t). For the rectangular coordinates under
consideration, the biharmonic operator ∇4 is given by

∇4φ(ξ, ζ) =
∂4φ(ξ, ζ)

∂ξ4
+ 2

∂4φ(ξ, ζ)

∂ξ2∂ζ2
+
∂4φ(ξ, ζ)

∂ζ4
,

and the clamped boundary conditions are v(0, ζ, t) =
v(a, ζ, t) = 0 = v(ξ, 0, t) = v(ξ, b, t), vξ(0, ζ, t) =
vξ(a, ζ, t) = 0 = vζ(ξ, 0, t) = vζ(ξ, b, t). Here ρ represents
the mass per unit area and the moments per unit length
Mpξ,Mpζ exerted by the piezoceramic patch in the ξ and
ζ directions with dimensions Lξ × Lζ , represent the form
of actuation used in the vibration suppression of the plate.
Following [1], [16], we thus consider viscoelastic damping
with a damping parameter denoted by cd. In addition to
the control signal in the right hand side of (1), generated
by the voltage Vp(t) supplied to the piezoceramic patch, a



disturbance signal w(t) is also included whose spatial distri-
bution is denoted by d(ξ, ζ) and which describes the manner
at which disturbances (exogenous forcing, fluid/structure
coupling) are affecting the plate dynamics at each spatial
point (ξ, ζ) of the domain Ω.

Following a rather standard approach for approx-
imation [14], the solution is assumed to have the
form v(ξ, ζ, t) =

∑∞

m=1

∑∞

n=1 Vmn(ξ, ζ)Xmn(t), where
Xmn(t) denotes the generalized coordinate and the spatial
function Vmn(ξ, ζ) may represent either the eigenfunction
or the approximating function as used in the finite element
approximation [14], [17]. In our numerical study we consid-
ered cubic b-splines [15], modified for the clamped-clamped
boundary conditions.

While the goal is to find the best actuator location via
optimization of a certain measure, one must restrict the
search in a subset of the spatial domain Ω in order to (i)
avoid search over an infinite set of candidate locations with
the obvious computational advantages, (ii) avoid regions
where the system looses controllability and (iii) incorporate
design restrictions and hardware limitations that dictate
performance requirements. Thus, one must first find the
locations of a subset of Ω that provide controllability; this
translates to actuator locations that ensure that the control
term

∂2Mpξ

∂ξ2
+
∂2Mpζ

∂ζ2
(2)

is not near zero. By considering the weak form of the
control term (2) with a piezo patch placed at (ξk, ζk), we
have

∫ a

0

∫ b

0

(∂2Mpξ

∂ξ2
+
∂2Mpζ

∂ζ2

)

Uij(ξ, ζ) dξdζ =

(

Φ
′

i(ξk + Lξ/2) − Φ
′

i(ξk − Lξ/2)
)

×

∫ ζk+Lζ/2

ζk−Lζ/2

Ψj(ζ) dζd31Vp+

∫ ξk+Lξ/2

ξk−Lξ/2

Φi(ξ) dξ

×
(

Ψ
′

j(ζk + Lζ/2) − Ψ
′

j(ζk − Lζ/2)
)

d32Vp,

where the piezoelectric charge constants d31 and d32 de-
note the mechanical strain experienced by a piezoelectric
element per unit of electrical energy applied in the ξ and
ζ directions [16], and where it was implicitly assumed that
Uij(ξ, ζ) = Φi(ξ)Ψj(ζ). It should be noted that the above
expression may become zero (or assume a “very small”
value) for different combinations of the mode number (i, j),
the piezo location (ξk, ζk), and the piezo length Lξ and
width Lζ . It suffices to impose that either of the double
integrals is not zero (or near zero) for a given (ξk, ζk) and up
to certain finite values of the integers i and j. For example,
if the above is imposed for a given location (ξk, ζk) and
i = 1, . . . ,M and j = 1, 2, . . . , N , it means that up to
the (M,N) mode, the system will be controllable by the

piezoceramic patch placed at location (ξk, ζk). For brevity,
we denote

C1(ξk, ζk, i, j) , d31

∫ ζk+Lζ/2

ζk−Lζ/2

Ψj(ζ) dζ

×
(

Φ
′

i(ξk + Lξ/2) − Φ
′

i(ξk − Lξ/2)
)

,

C2(ξk, ζk, i, j) , d32

∫ ξk+Lξ/2

ξk−Lξ/2

Φi(ξ) dξ

×
(

Ψ
′

j(ζk + Lζ/2) − Ψ
′

j(ζk − Lζ/2)
)

.

(3)

Approximate controllability of a location (ξk, ζk) translates
to imposing

∣

∣

∣
C1(ξk, ζk, i, j) + C2(ξk, ζk, i, j)

∣

∣

∣
> 0 (4)

for all i = 1, 2, . . . , N and all j = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Since we
are interested in the controllability of certain modes, we
therefore define the set of admissible locations that provide
approximate controllability via

Θ =
{

(ξ, ζ) ∈ Ω : (4) valid ∀i = 1, . . . ,M, j = 1, . . . , N
}

.

Notice that the above set Θ gives an infinite number of

ζ
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ζξ

Fig. 1. Thin flexible plate with a piezoceramic laminate.

candidate actuator locations. In practice, one has but a few
locations for consideration. This then prompts us to define
the set of practical admissible locations via

Θp =
{

(ξ`, ζ`) ∈ Θ : ` = 1, 2, . . . , p
}

(5)

which consists of only p candidate locations dictated by
design considerations. The fact that the actuator search will
be restricted to the set Θp would address any concerns on
computational burdens due to the otherwise heavy optimiza-
tion search over an infinite set.

III. APPROXIMATION AND ACTUATOR PLACEMENT

When the above model is approximated (truncation of the
infinite sum, or projection to a slow manifold), it results in
the vector second order system [14]

Mz̈(t)+Dż(t)+Kz(t) = B(ξ, ζ)u(t)+E(ξ, ζ)w(t) (6)



where E(ξ, ζ) is the finite dimensional representation of the
spatial distribution of the disturbance d(ξ, ζ). The resulting
first order formulation is given by

ẋ = Ax+B1(ξ, ζ)w(t) +B2(ξ, ζ)u(t)

z = C1x+D12u,
(7)

where

x =

[

z
ż

]

, A =

[

0 I

−M−1K −M−1D

]

,

B1 =

[

0
M−1E(ξ, ζ)

]

, B2 =

[

0
M−1B(ξ, ζ)

]

,

and C1, D12 with CT1 D12 = 0, are appropriately chosen
matrices that reflect weights of the state and input signals
on the performance output z.

We consider various optimality and robustness measures
in order to place the actuator(s) in the best possible loca-
tions.

A. Enhanced controllability

Similar to the flexible beam case [7], [9], one searches in
the set of admissible actuator locations Θp for the location
that would rendered the system “more” controllable; thus
one considers the location-parameterized controllability
Gramian Wc(ξ, ζ) given by the solution of

AWc(ξ, ζ) +Wc(ξ, ζ)A
′

= −B2(ξ, ζ)B
′

2(ξ, ζ). (8)

The placement criterion then becomes that of maximizing a
norm, or measure, of Wc(ξ, ζ), as for example the smallest
eigenvalue λmin(·), the trace(·), or the smallest singular
value σmin(·) of Wc(ξ, ζ). For ease of computation we use

(ξopt, ζopt) = arg max
(ξ,ζ)∈Θp

σmin

[

Wc(ξ, ζ)
]

. (9)

Equivalently, by considering the system ẋ = Ax +
B2(ξ, ζ)u, z = Ix, one uses the transfer function

Tzu(s; ξ, ζ) = I
(

sI −A
)−1

B2(ξ, ζ)

as a measure for actuator placement. Its H2 norm as
defined in [21], is given by ‖Tzu(s; ξ, ζ)‖

2
2 = tr

[

Wc(ξ, ζ)
]

.

Maximization of the H2 norm with respect to all admissible
locations (ξ, ζ) ∈ Θp would then yield the optimal actuator
location. The equivalent of the optimization (9) above is

(ξopt, ζopt) = arg max
(ξ,ζ)∈Θp

‖Txu(s; ξ, ζ)‖
2
2

= arg max
(ξ,ζ)∈Θp

tr
[

Wc(ξ, ζ)
]

.
(10)

In a similar fashion, one may consider the H∞ norm
of Txu(s; ξ, ζ) and attempt to choose the optimal actuator
location (ξopt, ζopt) so that its effect on the output z is max-
imized (maximize impulse response). This then translates to

maximizing the smallest singular value of Txu and thus the
actuator placement criterion now becomes

(ξopt, ζopt) = arg max
(ξ,ζ)∈Θp

σmin

[

Txu(s; ξ, ζ)
]

(11)

In (10), (11) above, either the H2 or the H∞ norm of
the system (A,B2(ξ, ζ), I) was maximized with respect to
the candidate locations in the set Θp. However, neither
approach considers the effects of the spatial distribution of
the disturbances B1. When a placement measure incorpo-
rates the worst distribution d(ξ, ζ) via B1(ξ, ζ), it is then
expected that the actuator location would provide spatial
robustness.

B. Improved performance/robustness
Using a state feedback gain K(ξ, ζ), parameterized by

an actuator location (ξ, ζ) ∈ Θp, the closed loop system,
with u = K(ξ, ζ)x, becomes

ẋ =
(

A+B2(ξ, ζ)K(ξ, ζ)
)

x+B1(ξ, ζ)w(t)

z =
(

C +D12K(ξ, ζ)
)

x.
(12)

The resulting closed loop transfer function Tzw is given by

Tzw(s; ξ, ζ) = Ccl

(

sI −Acl)
)−1

B1(ξ, ζ), (13)

where Ccl = Ccl(ξ, ζ) , C1 + D12K(ξ, ζ) and Acl =
Acl(ξ, ζ) , A + B2(ξ, ζ)K(ξ, ζ). The goal now is to
minimize the effects of disturbances w on the measured
output z and thus one may consider an appropriate norm
of Tzw as a measure for location optimization. To im-
prove robustness with respect to disturbances, one may
consider the worst distribution of disturbances B1(ξ, ζ)
in order to reach on an actuator location that provides a
truly spatial robustness. Furthermore, to require that every
single state can be affected by the disturbance, one may
take as the performance output the entire state and thus
z = Ix. This would ensure that the worst possible spatial
distribution of disturbances would affect all states and thus
the optimization would produce an actuator location which
provides robustness to each and every state against the
worst possible distribution of disturbances. In fact, this
was also pointed out in another study in [5] for parabolic
distributed parameter systems. The H2 norm of the system
(Acl(ξ, ζ), B1(ξ, ζ), Ccl(ξ, ζ)) is thus given by

‖Tzw‖
2
2 = tr

[

B
′

1(ξ, ζ)XobB1(ξ, ζ)
]

, (14)

where Xob = Xob(ξ, ζ) is the observability Gramian of the
pair (Ccl(ξ, ζ), Acl(ξ, ζ)) and is given by the solution to
the Lyapunov equation

A
′

clXob(ξ, ζ) +Xob(ξ, ζ)Acl + C
′

clCcl = 0. (15)

In a similar fashion as in the open-loop (enhanced control-
lability) method, the optimal actuator location is found via

(ξopt, ζopt) = arg min
(ξ,ζ)∈Θp

tr
[

B
′

1(ξ, ζ)XobB1(ξ, ζ)
]

.

(16)



If instead, one considers the H∞ norm of (12), the
optimal actuator location is found via

(ξopt, ζopt) = arg min
(ξ,ζ)∈Θp

‖Tzw(s; ξ, ζ)‖∞. (17)

The above (17) can be converted to an LMI optimization
via the solution of an associated matrix Riccati equation by
using the bounded real lemma, [3], [18].

Remark 3.1: In (16) or (17), the best location is opti-
mal/robust for a wide range of frequencies. If one has a
priori knowledge on the frequency range of interest, then the
above transfer functions may be weighted by an appropriate
transfer function that reflects the relevant frequency band.
Alternatively, one may utilize projection methods on the
finite dimensional model and project on the manifold that
contains the frequency band under consideration.

Remark 3.2: It should be noted that the feedback gain
K(ξ, ζ) was not necessarily designed using optimality
criteria. In fact, for a given actuator location (ξ, ζ) with
a corresponding input distribution vector B2(ξ, ζ) a pole-
placing method may be employed to find such a feedback
gain. Optimization of the resulting closed loop transfer
function Tzw with respect to the admissible actuator lo-
cations would certainly produce a location that provides
robustness with respect to spatial distribution, but would
not necessarily produce an optimal gain. What this means
is that the feedback gain is only indirectly affected by the
disturbance distribution B1 in the sense that it is only the
actuator location that is being optimized with respect to
disturbances, and in turn, a feedback gain is found for
that location. To include this “double” optimality, one may
integrate the controller design and the robust-with-respect-to
spatial disturbance distributions placement as summarized
below.

1) H2-integrated actuator/controller optimization: In
this case, both the actuator location B2(ξ, ζ) and its as-
sociated feedback gain K(ξ, ζ) will be optimized. In a
similar fashion as in (16), one seeks an internally stabilizing
controller that minimizes the performance criterion ‖z‖2

2. In
this case, one solves, for each of the p candidate locations in
the set Θp, for the following location-parameterized Riccati
equation solution X2(ξ, ζ) (cf. (15))

A
′

X2(ξ, ζ) +X2(ξ, ζ)A+ C
′

1C1

−X2(ξ, ζ)B2(ξ, ζ)B
′

2(ξ, ζ)X2(ξ, ζ) = 0.
(18)

The location optimization is simply given via

(ξopt, ζopt)H2 =

arg max
(ξ,ζ)∈Θp

tr
[

B
′

1(ξ, ζ)X2(ξ, ζ)B1(ξ, ζ)
]

.
(19)

Once the optimal actuator location is found, the correspond-
ing optimal feedback gain is therefore given by

Kopt
H2 = K(ξ, ζ)

∣

∣

∣

(ξ,ζ)=(ξopt,ζopt)
H2

= −B
′

2(ξ
opt, ζopt)X2(ξ

opt, ζopt).

(20)

Unlike (15) or (16) in which the feedback gain was pa-
rameterized by the actuator location and which was not
necessarily found using optimality/performance criteria, the
approach presented in (19), (20) integrates the actuator
placement and feedback design by finding both the inter-
nally stabilizing optimal gain and actuator location that
provide the smallest bound of the H2 norm of Tzw.

2) H∞-integrated actuator/controller optimization: Fi-
nally, we consider the case in which the optimal actuator
location provides robustness with respect to both the tempo-
ral and spatial components of disturbances. To do so, one
parameterizes the associated H∞ Riccati equation by the
candidate actuator locations and seeks an admissible state
feedback that minimizes the H∞ norm of Tzw. Similarly,
one solves for the parameterized solution X∞(ξ, ζ) of

A
′

X∞(ξ, ζ) +X∞(ξ, ζ)A+ C
′

1C1

−X∞(ξ, ζ)B2(ξ, ζ)B
′

2(ξ, ζ)X∞(ξ, ζ)

+
1

γ2
X∞(ξ, ζ)B1(ξ, ζ)B

′

1(ξ, ζ)X∞(ξ, ζ) = 0.

(21)

Notice that in the Riccati equation (21) above, the spatial
distribution of disturbance enters explicitly, which also
directly affects the feedback gain which is given by, cf.
(20)

Kopt
H∞ = K∞(ξ, ζ)

∣

∣

∣

(ξ,ζ)=(ξopt,ζopt)H∞

= −B
′

2(ξ
opt, ζopt)X∞(ξopt, ζopt).

(22)

The corresponding optimal actuator location is given by

(ξopt, ζopt)H∞ = arg max
(ξ,ζ)∈Θp

γ(ξ, ζ) (23)

where γ(ξ, ζ) is the smallest γ that yields a positive definite
solution to (21) for each pair (ξ, ζ) ∈ Θp.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES FOR NUMERICAL STUDY

For our numerical study, we consider the enhanced
controllability method given by (10) to extract the set of
locations (ξ, ζ) that make the system “more” controllable.
Specifically, in this two-stage procedure, we consider a
larger set of candidate locations and choose those p lo-
cations that give enhanced controllability, i.e. the first p
maxima of tr

[

Wc(ξ, ζ)
]

. This set, which comprises Θp,
will then in turn be used in both the H2 approach (18) -
(20) and the H∞ approach (21) - (23). While additional
optimization is required to find what is the worst spatial
distribution of disturbances and then find the associated
actuator location and its corresponding feedback gain, we
consider few representative “worst” spatial disturbance dis-
tributions in order to gain an insight of the effects of
spatial components of disturbances on actuator/controller
optimization. For that, four different distributions d(ξ, ζ) are
considered here that are normalized such that their volume
is unity. These four distributions, depicted in Figure 2,



are d1(ξ, ζ) = 1
ab

1, d2(ξ, ζ) = G(0.5a, 0.5b, a/8, b/8),
d3(ξ, ζ) = G(0.85a, 0.15b, a/56, b/56), and d4(ξ, ζ) =

φ2(ξ)ψ2(ζ)
∫

a

0
φ2(ξ) dξ

∫

b

0
ψ2(ζ) dζ

, where G denotes the 2-D gaussian
distribution with means µξ and µζ and standard deviations
σξ and σζ and given by

G(µξ, µζ , σξ, σζ) =

exp
[

− 1
2

(

(

ξ−µξ

σξ

)2

+
(

ζ−µζ

σζ

)2
)

]

2πσξσζ
,

and where φ2(ξ), ψ2(ζ) are the second eigenfunctions [2],
resulting in the (2, 2) mode.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the four normalized disturbances, d(ξ, ζ).

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Using cubic b-spline elements modified to account for
clamped-clamped boundary conditions with nξ = 15 and
nζ = 14 elements, we constructed the associated system
matrices and calculated the (ξ, ζ)-parameterized H2 cost
given in (18), (19). Using a uniform grid with 23 × 23
points, we computed the associated ‖Tzw(s; ξ, ζ)‖2 cor-
responding to each of the four disturbance distributions.
Figure 3 depicts2 the distribution of ‖Tzw(s; ·, ·)‖2 in which
one may observe that optimal location for one type of
spatial disturbance distribution might be the worst possible
location for another; for example when the (2, 2) mode
distribution d2(ξ, ζ) is assumed, the best locations are
at (0.291a, 0.291b), (0.291a, 0.709b), (0.709a, 0.291b) and
(0.709a, 0.709b) and one of the non-optimal locations is
at the center (0.5a, 0.5b). This non-optimal location in fact
serves as the optimal location for both the uniform and
Gaussian (at center) distributions. To demonstrate the effects
of the disturbance distribution on the optimal actuator

1In fact, the uniform distribution was smoothed out to attain a value of
zero at the boundaries.

2For ease of visualization, we’ve plotted the difference of the normalized
absolute value of ‖Tzw(s; ξ, ζ)‖2 from 1, so that the 3-D distribution
would show as its maxima the optimal actuator locations.

location, we have simulated the closed loop system with
d = d4, an optimal actuator at (0.291a, 0.291b) and a
non-optimal actuator at (0.5a, 0.5b). The closed loop gains
were computed via (18). The evolution of the L2 norm of
the state, given by

√

ż′(t)Mż(t) + z′(t)Kz(t) and which
represents the sum of kinetic and potential energy, is plotted
in Figure 4.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the H2 costs (19) for each of the four normalized
disturbances, d(ξ, ζ).
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

An actuator location scheme for the control of flexible
structures in which the placement had the additional element
of incorporating the distribution of disturbances has been
presented. When the spatial distribution of disturbances
is known, then the proposed scheme allows one to place



actuating devices that can better address external distur-
bances. When the spatial distribution is not known, then the
placement scheme can account for the worst spatial distribu-
tion of disturbances thus incorporating spatial robustness in
the actuator placement. The proposed scheme has practical
applications in vibration control of flexible structures that
interact with the environment and which allow for reduced
control effort, since the actuating devices can better address
external disturbances.

The immediate extension would be the incorporation of
both the collocated actuator/sensor and the non-collocated
actuator/sensor placement that incorporates information on
the spatial distribution of disturbances along with the inte-
grated placement and compensator design.
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